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Abstract

In the spirit of the famous CLI stack project [2] the
Verisoft project [31] aims at the pervasive verification of
entire computer systems including hardware, system soft-
ware, compiler, and communicating applications, with a
special focus on industrial applications. The main pro-
gramming language used in the Verisoft project is C0 (a
subset of C which is similar to MISRA C [20]). This pa-
per reports on (i) an operational small steps semantics for
C0 which is formalized in Isabelle/HOL [25], (ii) the for-
mal specification of a compiler from C0 to the DLX ma-
chine language [14, 23] in Isabelle/HOL, (iii) a paper and
pencil correctness proof for this compiler and the status of
the formal verification effort for this proof, and (iv) the im-
plementation of the compiler in C0 and a formal proof in
Isabelle/HOL that the implementation produces the same
code as the specification.

1. Introduction

Pervasive systems verification [2, 22, 31] aims at the for-
mal verification of entire computer systems including hard-
ware, operating system, compiler, and communicating ap-
plications. This paper deals with the compilation of a C
dialect in the context of pervasive verification.

At first sight this does not seem too much of a challenge.
Programming language semantics is a well established field
with elegant textbooks, e.g. [24,32]. Several formal seman-
tics for large subsets of C have been developed [13, 26, 28].
Basic proof techniques for compiler correctness are text-
book material (cf. [18, 24]). Compiler verification is an ac-
tive field of research and the formal verification of compil-
ers is reported in [5, 7, 10, 21, 30].
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1.1. Requirements analysis

A closer look at the requirements imposed by pervasive
systems verification gives a different picture. In order to
completely bridge the gap between the verified hardware
and verified software we have to meet strict restrictions. In
the Verisoft project the verified VAMP processor [3, 4] is
used as hardware basis. Therefore its machine language
DLX is the target language of our compiler. On the other
hand an operating system kernel and several application
programs (e.g. the compiler itself), which are written in the
source language of our compiler, have to be formally ver-
ified. This requires us to use a source language which is
powerful enough to implement these programs without hav-
ing too complicated semantics; the latter would make for-
mal correctness proofs of system and application software
with several thousand lines of code infeasible.

The restrictions both on source and target language im-
ply several differences between this paper and former work
in the field of compiler verification:

Dynamic data structures. In the published formal se-
mantics for C [13, 26, 28] the authors do not address dy-
namic memory allocation; they state that dynamic memory
handling should not be defined by the language semantics
but in the form of standard libraries. The formal verifica-
tion of a Java compiler handling a heap is reported in [30],
but there the target machine is much closer to the source lan-
guage than a DLX machine; in particular the representation
of the heap is literally the same in the formalization of both
languages. Usage of one of the existing Java byte code pro-
cessors as hardware basis would only shift the proof obliga-
tions to the hardware verification. In the Verifix project [10]
the correctness of a compiler for COMLISP, which supports
some kind of dynamic memory, has been shown.

Small steps semantics and step by step simulation. In
multitasking systems, C programs do not run in isolation:
execution of (many) user programs and of the operating



systems is interleaved. In big steps semantics computa-
tions cannot be interleaved in a simple way as it is hard
to argue about intermediate states. Thus big steps seman-
tics (and classical Hoare logics build on top of them) alone
do not suffice to conveniently model interleaving programs.
Therefore we model source language semantics by small
steps (or structured operational) semantics.

In [26] Norrish defines small step semantics for a rich
subset of C. But he only reports on the verification of very
small C programs and his definitions seem to be too com-
plicated to make verification of large applications feasible.

Compiler correctness proofs with respect to small steps
semantics exist on paper [18, 24]. But the proofs are car-
ried out ‘big step style’ by a straightforward induction over
the syntax tree, which works only for terminating pro-
grams. In the context of interleaved computations and non-
terminating programs (like operating systems) it is much
more comfortable to work with a compiler correctness state-
ment in the form of a step by step simulation theorem as it
is done for a compiler backend in [34].

Small steps semantics versus Hoare logics. In [9, 27]
Hoare logics for concurrent programs have been developed
but the languages considered there are not powerful enough
for our purposes, e.g. they do not support function calls.
Of course this does not entirely preclude the use of Hoare
logics for pervasive verification. Indeed both a big steps
semantics and classical Hoare logics [29] were formally de-
fined for the programs of C0 without ‘address-of’ operator.
Presently, the bulk of all verification work for C0 programs
in the Verisoft project is done using Hoare logics; especially
the verification of the compiler implementation (see Sect. 5)
has been done in Isabelle/HOL using Hoare logics.

Program analysis in Hoare logics necessarily concerns
the execution of terminating portions of programs. In order
to handle interleaving, these results then have to be ‘im-
ported’ into the small steps semantics. This import is based
on classical results relating Hoare logics and small steps se-
mantics in the style of Theorem 6.16 in [24]. In a pervasive
verification effort these results have to be shown formally.

Target architecture. The VAMP processor requires data
to be aligned and uses delayed branches. How to fill delay
slots is textbook material [14] and correct alignment of data
is not a difficult problem. Nevertheless we are not aware of
proofs for these mechanisms in the literature.

Pervasiveness In [5] the specification of an optimizing
compiler backend from the SSA intermediate language has
been formally verified. However the machine model used
there is far from being the language of a realistic processor
and hence the work does not suffice to bridge the gap be-
tween software and hardware for pervasive verification. On

the other hand the work from [33] describes a framework
for modeling the semantics of expression evaluation includ-
ing non-determinism in the evaluation order. In the context
of pervasive verification, languages with such complicated
semantics for expression evaluation are not desirable as they
complicate correctness proofs of large programs.

In the Verifix project [10] impressive work on the verifi-
cation of compilers has been done; e.g. in [34] the authors
report on a beautiful paper and pencil theory for the trans-
lation of intermediate languages to real machine languages.
The work has been partly formalized in the PVS prover.

If the compiler optimizes code over a window of sev-
eral C statements or changes the order of statements (like
in [34]), the step by step simulation property may be lost in-
side this window. Hence we have to restrict such optimiza-
tions near places, where computations can be interleaved,
e.g. when executing system calls. Note that this already
concerns delay slot filling.

Implementation correctness. For pervasive systems ver-
ification a verified compiling specification is not sufficient.
Additionally, one needs a verified implementation of the
compiler to be sure that properties proven for applications
on the source code level also hold for the compiled code. In
the Verifix project the correct implementation of a compiler
on the machine code level has been verified [12].

Integration of solutions. As pointed out in the previous
paragraphs several subproblems related to our work have
been solved in a similar or even more general way in other
work. But in the context of pervasive verification an es-
sential part of the verification effort has to be invested in
the combination of the individual solutions into one frame-
work. In addition to the impressive work of the CLI stack
project [2], early work from Joyce [17] discusses problems
imposed by the formal combination of a verified compiler
with verified hardware. Nevertheless the source language
considered in his work is not more than a toy example and
the theorems which have been proven there would not fit
in our framework of pervasive verification as they are car-
ried out ‘big step style’. To the best of our knowledge our
work is the first which integrates all the separate solutions
into a single framework that meets the needs of pervasive
verification of complex systems.

1.2. Overview of the paper

In Sect. 2 we sketch syntax and semantics of C0 and
prove a folklore theorem about small steps semantics. In
Sect. 3 we outline a non-optimizing code generation algo-
rithm, which has been specified in Isabelle/HOL and imple-
mented in C0. In Sect. 4 we sketch a paper and pencil proof
for a compiler correctness statement in the form of a step by



step simulation theorem. This proof depends on the folklore
theorem of Sect. 2.3. In Sect. 5 we report on a formal cor-
rectness proof for the C0 implementation of the compiler.
In Sect. 6 we report on the status of the formal verification
effort. Section 7 concludes and discusses further work.

2. The language C0

2.1. Informal description

Semantics for the full C language are complex [13, 26,
28]. In contrast, formal semantics for Pascal can be written
down in a few pages [16]. The use of all features of C leads
to an error prone programming style. In safety or security
critical applications one therefore tends to use C in a more
restricted way that makes it more similar to Pascal [20]. The
language C0 can be classified as such a Pascal-like restric-
tion of C. We highlight some design choices.

Types. Types are fully recursive. For the pervasive ver-
ification of the compiler together with the DLX hardware
the range of elementary types (bool, char, int, unsigned
int) must be finite. Scalar types are elementary types or
pointer types. Values of variables with scalar type are called
scalar values. If t, t1, . . . , ts are types, n is a number, and
n1, . . ., ns are names, then ∗t, t[n], and struct{n1 : t1,
. . ., ns : ts} are aggregate types. Thus pointers are typed.
Unions are not allowed. We define the (abstract) size of
types: for scalar types t we set size(t) = 1, for arrays
size(t[n]) = n · size(t), and for structures size(struct{n1 :
t1, . . . , ns : ts}) =

∑
i size(ti).

Expressions and short circuit evaluation. Variable
names and literals are expressions. If e and i are expres-
sions and nj is a name, then e[i], e.nj , dereferencing ∗e,
and the ‘address-of’ operator &e are also expressions. Thus
we permit the setting of pointers to subvariables of aggre-
gate variables; pointer arithmetic however is forbidden. Ex-
pressions in C0 do not have side effects; thus we do not
permit function calls as part of expressions.

The evaluation of the logical and (&&) and or (||) op-
erators is done using short circuit evaluation. Thus for an
expression e1&&e2 the evaluation of e2 is skipped in case
that e1 evaluates to false , and e1&&e2 is evaluated to false .
Similarly for e1||e2 the evaluation of e2 is skipped if e1 eval-
uates to true. In this case e1||e2 evaluates to true.

Statements. There is a separate function call statement of
the form e = f(e1, . . . , ep). Each function contains is a sin-
gle return statement at the end of the body. For later refer-
ence we present the production rules for statements where s,

s1, and s2 are statements, e, e′, and ei are expressions, and
t is a type (comp s1 s2 means sequencing of statements):
s →e = e′ | e = new t | while e do s | if e do s1 else s2

| e = f(e1, . . . , ep) | return e | skip | comp s1 s2

Dynamic memory. Memory is allocated with the Pascal
new construct. Deallocation of memory is not needed for
the definition of the semantics but for the handling of finite
memories in pervasive verification. We plan to implement
garbage collection.

2.2. Formal small steps semantics

For functions m : [0 :n− 1] → W and numbers a and d
with a < d < n we define md(a) = m(a+d−1) . . .m(a).
Thus if m models a memory (of size n and element type W )
and a is an address, then md(a) is the content of d locations
starting at address a. For lists l, l1, and l2 and single ele-
ments a we denote by hd(l) the first element of l, by last(l)
the last element, and by tl(l) a list containing all but the first
element; a ∈ l is true iff a is an element of list l. We denote
the empty list by [ ], concatenation by l1 ◦ l2, and consing
by a; l1. For computations of the C0 machine we denote by
ci the configuration after i steps of the machine.

Often it is more convenient to talk about lists of state-
ments instead of statement trees made up of skip and comp
statements. Thus we define a function s2l(s) which con-
verts a statement tree into a list of statements as follows:
s2l(skip) = [ ], s2l(comp s1 s2) = s2l(s1) ◦ s2l(s2), and
for other statements x we set s2l(x) = x. Because s2l(s)
only converts skip and comp statements it returns the list
of ‘top-level’ statements. Subtrees of conditional and while
statements remain unchanged. We will often omit the s2l
function where the meaning is obvious, e.g. in expressions
like hd(s2l(c.pr)) or s2l(c.pr) = a; b.

We will elaborate here only on definitions that cannot be
literally copied from textbooks on semantics or which we
need to reference explicitly in later parts of this text.

Configurations. The components of configurations c of
an abstract C0 machine are: (i) a tree of C0 statements c.pr
called the program rest, (ii) a type table c.tt storing type in-
formation, (iii) a function table c.ft containing declarations
of functions (type, parameters, local variables, body), (iv) a
number c.rd called the recursion depth, (v) a run time stack
c.lms , which is a mapping from the set [0 : c.rd ] into the set
of so-called memory frames (memory frame c.lms(0) stores
the global variables), (vi) a mapping from [0 : c.rd ] to so-
called return destinations, which stores where the results of
function calls have to be saved, and (vii) the heap memory
c.hm; this is a memory frame storing the variables on the
heap.



We annotate statements in the function table with unique
identifiers. This allows us to relate the occurrence of a cer-
tain statement in the dynamic program rest with the cor-
responding statement in the function table. We denote by
code(s) the code generated for statement s, by cad(s) the
first address occupied by this code, by csize(s) the num-
ber of instructions in code(s), and by ead(s) = cad(s) +
csize(s) the first address after the code.

Memory model. The ‘address-of’ operator forces us to
use a relatively explicit, low level memory model in the
style of [26]. Memory frames m have the following com-
ponents: (i) the number m.n of variables in m, (ii) a func-
tion m.name mapping variable numbers 0 ≤ i < m.n to
their names (not used for variables on the heap), (iii) a func-
tion m.ty mapping variable numbers to their type. This
permits us to define the size of the memory frame m as
size(m) =

∑m.n−1
i=0 size(m.ty(i)). (iv) a content function

m.ct mapping the set [0 : size(m)−1] into the set of scalar
values. For each elementary type the set of possible values
is finite. The values of pointer variables are not addresses in
the form of natural numbers but variables and subvariables,
which are formally defined in the next paragraph.

Variables and subvariables. Variables of configuration c
are pairs V = (m, i) where m is a memory frame of c and
i < m.n is the number of the variable in the frame. The type
of a variable (m, i) is defined by ty((m, i)) = m.ty(i). A
selector is a sequence s = s1 · · · st where each component
si is either of the form [k] where k is a number (selecting
an array component) or of the form .n where n is the name
of a structure component. If V is a variable and the selector
s is consistent with the type of V , then U = V s is a sub-
variable. E.g. if x is bound to (m, i) then (m, i) [5] .n is
a subvariable of x which corresponds to the C0 expression
x[5].n. Variables are subvariables with empty selector.

Abstract base addresses and values. For variables V =
(m, i) we define their base address with respect to frame m
by ba(V ) =

∑
j<i size(ty((m, j)). For array components

U [k] of subvariables U of type t[n] we define ba(U [k]) =
ba(U) + k · size(t). For structure components U.nk of sub-
variables U of type struct{n1 : t1, . . . , ns : ts} we define
ba(U.nk) = ba(U) +

∑
j<k size(ty(tj)). The value of a

subvariable in memory m is defined by the content function
as va(U) = m.ctsize(ty(U))(ba(U)).

From this point on, the definition of the semantics can
be completed essentially using definitions straight from the
textbooks. In particular we formalize the visibility rules by
a function bind(x, c) binding occurrences of variable names
x to variables (m, i) in configuration c. If bind(x, c) =
(m, i), i.e. x is bound to variable (m, i), then the subvari-
able x(s) is bound to bind(x s, c) = (m, i) s. Then

the value, base address, and type of x in configuration
c are defined as va(x, c) = va(bind(x, c)), ba(x, c) =
ba(bind(x, c)), and ty(x, c) = ty(bind(x, c)).

Now for left side expressions e a simultaneous recur-
sive definition of va(e, c) and bind(e, c) (binding expres-
sions to subvariables) is straightforward. Base address and
type for e are defined as ba(e, c) = ba(bind(e, c)) and
ty(e, c) = ty(bind(e, c)). The value and type of right side
expressions are defined similarly.

Program rest. We highlight some parts of the definition
of the program rest for the next configuration c′ of c. Let the
old program rest begin with statement s, i.e. c.pr = s; r. In
most cases s is simply executed and the new program rest
is c′.pr = r. In three cases the length of the program rest
can grow: (i) If s = while e do s′ and va(e, c) = true
then the new program rest is c′.pr = s′; s; r. (ii) If s =
if e do s1 else s2 then the new program rest is c′.pr =
s1; r or c′.pr = s2; r. (iii) If s is a call of function f and b
is the body of f then the new program rest is c′.pr = b; r.

2.3. A folklore theorem

In the correctness proof for the C0 compiler in Sect. 4 we
will have to show that for each step ci of a C0 computation
there exists a step number s(i) such that the program coun-
ters of the corresponding DLX configuration ds(i) match
cad(hd(ci.pr)). For the induction step of this proof con-
sider a situation where hd(ci.pr) = s. In order to prove the
correctness of the program counters we will need to know
the head s′ = hd(ci+1.pr) of the new program rest after
doing one step of the C0 machine. If s is a conditional state-
ment, it is easy to show that the head of the new program
rest is the first statement of the if part and the else part re-
spective of the outcome of the test. A similar proof can be
done if s is a while statement or a function call. In all other
cases (e.g. assignments or new statements) s′ is the second
statement of the original program rest ci.pr , i.e. the state-
ment which followed s in the original program rest. For this
proof we will need information about the possible program
rests of C0 computations.

For C0 computations that start from a valid initial con-
figuration (i.e. the program rest is initialized with the body
of the main function) we prove a strong invariant on the
program rest: statements x in the program rest, except re-
turns, are always followed by a unique successor statement
succ(x) which is statically determined by the function ta-
ble. To formalize this we need additional definitions.

Let s be a statement, which is uniquely identified by
its ID, and let fb be the function body which contains
s. We define the father of s in the following way: If
s ∈ s2l(fb), which means that s is a top-level statement
of fb, fa(s) is undefined. If there exists a while state-



ment w = while e do lb such that s ∈ s2l(lb) we de-
fine fa(s) = w. Similarly we define fa(s) = c if there
exists a conditional statement c = if e do s1 else s2

such that s ∈ s2l(s1) ∨ s ∈ s2l(s2). By induction we
define the i-th father of a statement s by fa0(s) = s and
fai(s) = fai−1(fa(s)) for i > 0.

Next we define the environment of statements s: If
fa(s) = if e do s1 else s2 we define env(s) = s2l(s1)
if s ∈ s2l(s1) and env(s) = s2l(s2) if s ∈ s2l(s2). If
fa(s) = while e do lb we define env(s) = s2l(lb). If the
father of s is undefined we set env(s) = s2l(fb).

For a list l and an element e with e ∈ l we define by
induction the next element by next(e, l) = hd(tl(l)) if
e = hd(l) and next(e, l) = next(e, tl(l)) otherwise. For
a statement s we define its direct successor by dsucc(s) =
next(s, env(s)). The direct successor is undefined if s is
the last statement in env(s). If s is not the last statement of
a function body (in this case it would be a return statement)
the successor of s is defined recursively by:

succ(s) =


dsucc(s) : dsucc(s) is defined
fa(s) : dsucc(s) is undefined ∧

fa(s) is a while statement
succ(fa(s)) : otherwise

Syntax trees have finite depth so the recursion terminates.
We call the last father statement in this recursive process se-
nior and define formally: sen(s) = sen(fa(s)) iff dsucc(s)
is undefined and the father of s is a conditional statement.
Otherwise we define sen(s) = s.

Theorem 2.1 For all steps ci of a C0 computation the fol-
lowing invariant holds: If s ∈ ci.pr and s is not a return
statement then next(s, ci.pr) = succ(s), i.e. s is always
followed by its successor statement.

We prove this theorem by induction on the step number i.
By the definition of succ(s) it is easy to show that the invari-
ant holds for all subtrees of the program rest which are part
of the function table c.ft . Because the initial program rest
consists only of the body of the main function, which is a
part of c.ft , there is not much to show for the induction start.
For the induction step let the program rest be ci.pr = s; r.
We do a case split on the head s of the program rest, which
will be executed in the next step.

1. If s is an assign , a while with false condition, a
return , or a new the induction step is easy because we just
remove the first statement from the program rest: ci+1.pr =
tl(ci.pr). Here the invariant obviously also holds for the
new program rest.

2. If s = while e do lb and va(e, ci) = true we have
ci+1.pr = lb;while e do lb; r. Because lb is a part of the
function table it is easy to show that the invariant holds for
the lb part of the new program rest. The other part of the

code(e) NOP code(s2)jmpcode(s1)NOPbranch

Figure 1. code(if e do s1 else s2)

code(e) jmpcode(lb) NOPNOPbranch

Figure 2. code(while e do lb)

program rest remained the same so there is nothing to show
there. The crucial point is to show that the while statement
is the correct successor for the last statement of the loop
body, formally: succ(last(s2l(lb))) = while e do lb. This
follows directly from the second case of the definition of
succ(s).

3. If s = if e do s1 else s2 the new program rest
is ci+1.pr = s1; r or ci+1.pr = s2; r. Let x denote
last(s2l(s1)) or last(s2l(s2)), respectively. Here the cru-
cial point is to show next(x, ci+1.pr) = succ(x). By the
third case of the definition of succ we know that succ(x) =
succ(s). Therefore we can conclude with help of the in-
duction hypothesis next(x, ci+1.pr) = next(s, ci.pr) =
succ(s) = succ(x) which proves this case of the induction
step.

4. If s is a function call of function f the induction step
is easy. Let fb be the body of function f . The new program
rest then is ci+1.pr = fb; r. For r the invariant holds by
induction hypothesis and for fb because fb is a subtree of the
function table. The interesting case is again the transition
from fb to r, namely that hd(s2l(r)) is the successor of
last(s2l(fb)). In this special case there is nothing to show
because last(s2l(fb)) is a return statement and the invariant
does not state anything for return statements.

3. Non-optimizing compilation

The target machine is a DLX machine as described in
[23] without special purpose registers or interrupts. The de-
layed branch mechanism is realized by two program coun-
ters, which we will call here PC and DPC (delayed PC ).

As compiler frontend we use a non-verified C pro-
gram. Translation and verification starts from abstract syn-
tax trees. Expressions are translated using an algorithm sim-
ilar to the ‘Aho-Ullman’ algorithm [1]. Statement transla-
tion is straightforward; in Figs. 1 and 2 we have sketched
the code which is generated for conditional and while state-
ments. Delay slots are filled by NOPs.

In the formal verification process, we consider two ver-
sions of the code generation function: (i) an Isabelle/HOL
function code(s) mapping C0 statements s to assembler
code and (ii) its C0 implementation. The former is much



more appropriate to prove the simulation theorem, but the
latter is what one is interested in for pervasive verification.

In Sect. 4 we sketch the proof of a step by step simu-
lation theorem between C0 programs p and the compiled
code code(p) and in Sect. 5 we report on a formal proof
that the C0 implementation of the code generation function
generates the same code as the Isabelle function.

3.1. Alignment and allocation

For natural numbers n and d we use the notation dned =
dn/de · d. This is the smallest multiple m of d such that m
is greater or equal than n.

Alignment. We define inductively the alignment alg(t) of
types t. Variables of type t will be aligned at addresses
which are multiples of alg(t). For elementary types we
define alg(bool) = alg(char) = 1, alg(int) = 4, and
alg(∗t) = 4 for pointer types. For arrays we set alg(t[n]) =
alg(t) and for structures alg(struct{n1 : t1, . . . , ns : ts}) =
max{alg(ti)|1 ≤ i ≤ s}.

Displacement and allocated size. The allocated size
asize(t) of a type t specifies, how many bytes will be occu-
pied by a variable of type t in the target machine. For scalar
types we set asize(t) = alg(t). For aggregate types t we
define inductively and simultaneously the allocated size and
the displacement dspl(t, i) of their components. For array
types t = t′[n] we set dspl(t, i) = i · dasize(t′)ealg(t′) and
asize(t) = dspl(t, n − 1) + asize(t′). For struct types t =
struct{n1 : t1, . . . , ns : ts} we set asize(t) = dspl(t, s) +
asize(ts) and define the displacement by dspl(t, 1) = 0 and
dspl(t, i + 1) = ddspl(t, i) + asize(ti)ealg(ti+1).

Displacement of variables in memory frames m is al-
most computed like the displacement of components in
structures. Because the first three words (12 bytes) of
memory frames store return address, address for the result
and a pointer to the previous frame, we set dspl(m, 0) =
d12ealg(ty(m,0)) and dspl(m, i + 1) = ddspl(m, i) +
asize(ty(m, i))ealg(ty(m,i+1)). For memory frames the al-
located size is defined by asize(m) = dspl(m,m.n− 1) +
asize(ty(m,m.n− 1)).

Allocated base address. We will specify a so-called al-
location function aba which specifies for frames, subvari-
ables, and left side expressions of C0 machines at which
address they are stored in the DLX machine. For vari-
ables x of memory frames m we define aba(x) = aba(m)+
dspl(bind(x)). For subvariables U of type t[n] compo-
nent t[i] is allocated at address aba(U [i]) = aba(U) +
dspl(t, i). Completely analogous for subvariables U of type
struct{n1 : t1, . . . , ns : ts} component U.ni gets the allo-
cated base address aba(U.ni) = aba(U) + dspl(t, i). As

left side expressions always correspond to subvariables in
an obvious way we extend the definition of aba to left side
expressions.

Code generation for function calls will guarantee that
the base address of frames aba(m) is a multiple of four.
Code generation for new statements will guarantee that
the allocated base address aba(hm, j) is a multiple of
alg(ty((hm, j))). These definitions permit to show:

Lemma 3.1 For all subvariables U we have: aba(U) is a
multiple of alg(ty(U)).

We prove this lemma first for variables. For subvariables
we proceed by induction on the length of the subvariable
selectors s. Applied for the scalar types the lemma allows
us to prove formally the absence of misalignment interrupts.

4. Correctness of the compiler specification

4.1. Simulation relation and main theorem

We have to define a simulation relation between con-
figurations c of the C0 machine and configurations d of
the DLX machine. DLX configurations are composed of
(i) two program counters d.PC and d.DPC implementing
the delayed branch mechanism (see [23]), (ii) the memory
d.m : {0, 1}32 → {0, 1}8, and (iii) the general purpose
register file d.GPR : {0, 1}5 → {0, 1}32. As the set of
variables of a C0 machine changes with new statements,
function calls, and returns, and because garbage collectors
can change the allocated base address of heap variables,
the simulation relation must be parametrized by the cur-
rent allocation function aba . Thus the consistency predicate
consis(c, aba, d) states that with the allocation function aba
the DLX configuration d encodes the C0 configuration c.
The predicate requires control consistency c-consis(c, d)
and data consistency d -consis(c, aba, d).

Control consistency states that the DLX program coun-
ters point to the code of the first statement in the current
program rest: d.DPC = cad(hd(c.pr)) and d.PC =
d.DPC + 4.

Data consistency is a conjunction of four predicates:

• code consistency code-consis(c, d): Code consistency
requires that the compiled code of the C0 program is
stored at address 0 of the DLX machine, i.e. it forbids
self-modifying code.

• value consistency v -consis(c, aba, d): This predicate
requires for all elementary subvariables U that the C0
and the DLX machine store the same value, formally1:

1Actually the representations of scalar values in the C0 and the assem-
bler machine differ. In Isabelle/HOL we have to apply an additional con-
version function which we omitted here.



va(U, c) = d.masize(ty(U))(aba(U)). Thus subvari-
able U is stored in the memory m of the DLX machine
at the asize(ty(U)) bytes starting at address aba(U).

• pointer consistency p-consis(c, aba, d): This predi-
cate requires for reachable subvariables U and pointer
variables p pointing to U that the value stored at the
allocated address of variable p in the DLX machine is
the allocated base address of U , i.e. d.m4(aba(p)) =
aba(U). This defines a subgraph isomorphism be-
tween the reachable portions of the heaps of the C0
machine and the DLX machine.

• stack consistency s-consis(c, d): This is a predi-
cate about the implementation of the run time stack
and the content of some special registers. Infor-
mally it states that (i) d.GPR(30) is the stack pointer,
(ii) d.GPR(29) is the heap pointer, (iii) the first three
words of each frame in the DLX machine store the re-
turn address, the address for the result, and a pointer to
the previous frame, and (iv) that for all i+j = c.rd the
return address stored in the j-th stack frame matches
the address of the statement which follows the i-th
return statement in the program rest.

The main theorem of the compiler correctness proof is
stated below. It is proven by induction on the steps t of the
C0 machine and we sketch some details of the induction
step in the following sections.

Theorem 4.1 For all C0 computations c0, c1, . . . there is a
computation d0, d1, . . . of the DLX machine, a sequence
aba0, aba1, . . . of allocation functions, and a sequence
s(0), s(1), . . . of step numbers, such that for all t it holds:
consis(ct, abat, ds(t)), i.e. t steps of the C0 machine are
simulated by s(t) steps of the DLX machine.

4.2. Correct expression evaluation

Expression translation uses the Aho-Ullman algorithm
[1] unless a different order is prescribed by the short circuit
evaluation rule. For every subexpression u of an expres-
sion e we first compute a flag R(u) ∈ {0, 1} indicating
whether a right value (R(u) = 1) or a left value has to be
computed. We also compute the size s(u) of expressions u
as the number of nodes in the abstract syntax tree for u. For
right values the value of the expression has to be computed
and for left values the address of the expression is needed.
The actual code code(u) is generated by a recursive func-
tion cgene(u, D, F ) where D is the destination register and
F is a list of registers which may be used for the evaluation
of u; we require D /∈ F .

We state the main invariant for expression trans-
lation. Assume d -consis(c, aba, d) and code(u) =
cgene(u, D, F ). Let d′ be the DLX configuration reached

by running code(u) starting in configuration d. Then the
content of the destination register D in configuration d′ is
(i) d′.GPR(D) = aba(u) iff R(u) = 0, (ii) d′.GPR(D) =
032−8·asize(ty(u,c))va(u, c) iff R(u) = 1 and ty(u, c) is ele-
mentary, or (iii) d′.GPR(D) = aba(va(u, c)) iff R(u) = 1
and ty(u, c) is a pointer type.

4.3. Correctness of statement translation

For data consistency, the induction step of the main the-
orem follows standard textbook arguments, and will not be
treated here. For control consistency we use Theorem 2.1
and do the induction step of the proof by case distinction on
the first statement of the program rest s = hd(ci.pr).

If s is a while statement while e do lb and va(e, ci) =
true we know that the head s′ of the new program rest is the
first statement of the loop body s′ = hd(ci+1.pr) = hd(lb).
In this case we just have to show that the expression e is cor-
rectly evaluated (see Sect. 4.2) and that the branch instruc-
tion behind code(e) (cf. Fig. 2) is correctly executed, here:
that the branch is not taken. Let d′ be the configuration
of the DLX machine after executing the branch instruction.
Then we know that d′.DPC = cad(hd(ci+1.pr)).

If s = if e do s1 else s2 the new program rest depends
on the value of the condition va(e, ci). If it is true the head
of the new program rest hd(ci+1.pr) is hd(s1) otherwise it
is hd(s2). The proof is similar to the while case: we just
need to show that in the DLX configuration right after exe-
cuting the branch the program counter points to the address
of s1 and s2, respectively.

If s is a return statement the head of the new program
rest is the statement s′ which follows s in the current pro-
gram rest ci.pr . By the last part of the definition of stack
consistency we know that the return address on the stack
which is used to jump back at the end of code(s) equals
cad(s′). Now it is easy to show: d′.DPC = cad(s′).

For all other types of statements s the proof is more com-
plicated. Let s′ = succ(s) be the successor statement of
s. First we show that after the execution of code(s) the
value of the program counter is d′.DPC = ead(s) and that
hd(ci+1.pr) = s′. Now we have to distinguish two cases:

First we consider the case that s is not the last statement
of env(s). Then the successor of s is s′ = dsucc(s) by the
first case of the definition of succ(s). By a simple proof
on the code generation function we can show that code(s′)
is located directly behind code(s). Therefore we can eas-
ily conclude d′.DPC = ead(s) = cad(s′) which proves
control consistency for this case.

In the second case s is the last statement of env(s).
If fa(s) is a while statement the proof is simple because
we know that s′ = fa(s) and just need to show that the
jump instruction after the loop body (cf. Fig. 2) is cor-
rectly executed. Otherwise fa(s) is a conditional state-



ment and the proof is more complicated because the defi-
nition of succ(s) is recursive. By finite induction on j we
prove that there exist tj such that after doing tj DLX steps
starting from configuration d the program counter points
directly behind the code of the j-th father of s, formally
dtj .DPC = ead(faj(s)). The induction start (d′.DPC =
ead(fa0(s))) is already proven because fa0(s) = s. In the
induction step we conclude from j − 1 to j and know that
dtj−1 .DPC = ead(faj−1(s)). If faj−1(s) is the last state-
ment in the else part of faj(s) there is nothing to show
because the last addresses of both coincide (cf. Fig. 1):
ead(faj−1(s)) = ead(faj(s)). If faj−1(s) is the last state-
ment in the if part we just need to show that the jump in-
struction behind the if part (correctly) jumps to the address
ead(faj(s)) directly behind the code of faj(s). The induc-
tion ends at sen(s) because succ(s) = dsucc(sen(s)).

4.4. Delay slot filling

Consider the translation of while e do lb. After code(lb)
one has to insert a jump to cad(code(e)). Without opti-
mization the delay slot after the jump is filled with a NOP
instruction. In non-optimized code for expression evalua-
tion the actual value of e is computed from scratch. Thus
code(e) starts either with the load of a variable or with the
generation of a constant. It never starts with a control in-
struction. Thus we can always copy the first instruction of
code(e) into the delay slot after the jump and change the
destination of the jump to the second instruction of code(e).

The correctness of this optimization is proven on the as-
sembler level: a DLX machine with the optimized code sim-
ulates a DLX with the non-optimized code step by step ex-
cept at the filled delay slot; there three steps are simulated
by two steps. These steps belong however to two differ-
ent statements of the C0 machine: (i) the last statement of
the loop body lb and (ii) the while statement which follows
last(lb) in the program rest. Combined with the compiler
correctness, we obtain that the optimized code simulates the
C0 machine step by step except for the two statements iden-
tified above. This causes complications in a single situa-
tion: if computation is interleaved exactly at the boundary
between these statements (i.e. last(lb) is an I/O operation).
The easiest solution is not to fill delay slots in this case.

5. Correct compiler implementation

As already pointed out in Sect. 1.1 verification of the
compiling specification is not enough; additionally we need
to show that the compiler implementation in C0 is correct.
This proof has been done in Isabelle/HOL using the veri-
fication environment from [29], which is based on Hoare
logic and uses an automatic verification condition generator
(VCG).

In the verification environment C0 expressions are shal-
low embedded into Isabelle/HOL and the state space of the
C0 program is represented as an Isabelle record. The state
includes global and local variables and several functions
which model the heap. The range of elementary variables is
infinite. Thus, in order to be able to use the results, proven
with the verification environment, in the context of perva-
sive verification it is necessary to add guards to statements.
The guards will ensure that the values of variables and ex-
pressions are always in a fixed range. The heap can con-
tain structures and its representation follows ideas from [6].
Pointers are modeled by an abstract type ref . There is one
heap function of type ref → t for each component of type
t of a structure in the heap; this keeps field updates in the
heap disjoint and simplifies verification. The VCG applies
Hoare rules automatically to a Hoare triple {P}c{Q} until
the program c is completely processed; thereby it computes
the weakest precondition WP . After applying the VCG it
remains to prove that the precondition of the Hoare triple
fulfills the weakest precondition: P ⊆ WP .

We formulate the verification goals inside the Hoare
triples using abstraction functions which abstract the cur-
rent state from concrete C0 variables to abstract HOL types
[19]. For example we can formulate an abstraction func-
tion List(σ, s, h, l) for a list data structure in state σ with
start pointer s and heap function h by List(σ, s, h, [ ]) =
(s = Null) and List(σ, s, h, (p; ps)) = (s = p ∧ s 6=
Null ∧ List(σ, h(s), h, ps) ∧ h(last(ps)) = Null). This
abstraction function states that the list of references which
is reached by following the start reference up to Null equals
the abstract Isabelle list l.

Such abstraction functions exist for all relevant data
structures of the compiler implementation. The top-level
abstraction functions are (i) C0prog(σ, tt, ft, gv) which
states that the state σ encodes the C0 program which is in
Isabelle represented via type table tt, function table ft, and
a list of global variables gv and (ii) ASMcode(τ, al) which
states that the state τ contains a list of DLX instructions al.
Using these abstraction functions we can formulate the top-
level correctness theorem for the compiler implementation.

Theorem 5.1 Let p = (tt, ft, gv) be a C0 program and let
σ be the initial state of the compiler implementation where
the data structures are initialized with the concrete repre-
sentation of program p. Then we know that, after executing
the C0 function cimpl() which implements the compiler, the
state encodes exactly that list of DLX instructions which is
specified by the compiling specification via code(tt, ft, gv).
Formally:

{C0prog(σ, tt, ft, gv)}
Call cimpl();

{ASMcode(τ, code(tt, ft, gv))}



The partial correctness of this theorem has been proven
in Isabelle/HOL (at the time of this writing still without
guards). Note that we presently do not prove the correct-
ness of the compiler frontend, but assume that the initial
state of the compiler implementation contains the correct
abstract syntax tree for the input program. Eventually this
has to be formally verified.

The main verification efforts concern the points, that the
implementation and specification are programs written in an
imperative and a functional programming language, respec-
tively. The equivalence of while loops to recursive function
(often nested) must be shown. Absence of pointers in the
specification language makes some data structures very dif-
ferent from the implementation and hence, abstraction func-
tions and verification more complex. In some cases func-
tions in the specification are equivalent to a combination of
several C0 functions. Then specifications of the latter de-
mand additional functions to specify the behavior of the C0
functions.

6. Status of the formal verification effort

At the time of this writing (June 2005) a considerable
part of the formal compiler verification has already been
done in Isabelle: (i) Theorem 2.1 has been proven, (ii) the
compiler implementation (over 1 000 lines of C0 code) has
been proven correct using Hoare logic for partial correct-
ness without guards (iii) for several types of expressions
we have proven formally that the generated assembler code
simulates the expression evaluation of the C0 semantics,
and (iv) large parts of the proof from Sect. 4.3 have been
verified. We plan to finish the formal verification of the C0
compiler (without delay slot filling) in the fall of 2005.

The formal proof (without guards) for partial correctness
of the compiler implementation has about 900 lemmas and a
total of 20 000 proof steps. In the Verisoft project a software
model checker is being integrated into Isabelle/HOL. This
model checker will be used to discharge the guards which
ensure that elementary variables always are in the correct
range. We expect that most of the guards for the compiler
implementation will be discharged automatically.

7. Summary and further work

We have sketched a paper and pencil correctness proof
of a compiler which deals with (i) delay slots, (ii) align-
ment, (iii) dynamic heap, (iv) pointers to subvariables, and
(v) function calls. This proof has been done in the con-
text of pervasive systems verification with all additional re-
quirements from Sect. 1.1 in mind. Especially arguments
about small steps semantics have become mandatory. The
equation systems of the correctness proof (alignment, con-
sistency, etc.) seem natural and are amazingly short. This is

not a matter of a beauty contest: the construction of formal
correctness proofs is an engineering effort and short proofs
are formalized much faster than longer ones. The formal
verification of the compiler specification is work in progress
but will hopefully be finished during the next months.

For the pervasive verification effort in Verisoft the com-
piler correctness proof has to deal with resource limitations
on the target machine (e.g. restricted memory size). Thus
the top level correctness theorem has to be extended with
additional requirements on the C0 computations (e.g. lim-
its on recursion depth or dynamic memory consumption)
which guarantee that properties proven on the source lan-
guage level also hold for the compiled code in all cases.

We have briefly sketched a formal correctness proof for
the compiler implementation using a Hoare logic for partial
correctness; addition of guards and total correctness are fu-
ture work. Furthermore the following steps are planned in
the Verisoft project in the context of compiler verification:

1. Bootstrap correctness: As we want to use our C0
compiler on a real system we eventually need to have a bi-
nary ‘bootstrap’ version of it [12]. The binary version of
the compiler may be generated by compiling the C0 imple-
mentation of the compiler with the gcc. In order to show the
correctness of the bootstrap compiler we plan to use trans-
lation validation. Additionally we can compile the compiler
implementation by executing the compiler specification and
increase the trust in the compiler’s bootstrap version.

2. Operating system kernel verification: The correctness
statement for CVM-style micro kernels [11] is a step by step
simulation theorem between a parallel model (using a C0
machine for the kernel and virtual DLX machines as user
processes) and a physical DLX machine. The proof depends
both on the compiler correctness proof presented here and
the virtual memory simulation theorem from [8, 15].

3. Inline assembler: For the implementation of operat-
ing system kernels inline assembler code is necessary e.g.
for I/O. Thus we plan to extend the C0 compiler presented
in this paper by support for C0A which is C0 extended by
inline assembler code. The formal semantics of C0A have
already been defined.
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